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Epistemological Discourse of Urdu Poetry

Urdu poetry has been treated as direct manifestation of human emotions and

feelings from the very beginning. Consequently this hypothesis has become

more powerful that poetry does not have any relation with the epistemological

order. The researcher from intrepretativist paradigm tries to sketch the

diversity/multidimensionality of the poet's expressions in Urdu poetry. The

investigator's work is an effort to break the silence about the absenteeism of

epistemological discourse in Urdu poetry through establishing a connection

between the epistemological order and poet's poetic reflections.
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: 
My own conclusion about the theory and practice of criticism is

securely unoriginal: like all discourse, criticism obeys human 

imperatives, which continually redefine it. It is a function of languge, 

power and desire of history and accident of purpose and interest, of

value. Above all, it is function of  belief, which reason articulates

and consensus, or authority, both enables and constrains. (1)


  




 Appetite  Courage  Reason 























If a city is going to be eminently well governed, women must be





shared; children and their entire education must be shared; in both

peace and  war,pursuits must be shared; and their kings must be

those among them who have proved best  both in philosophy and

where, war is concern.(2)                             











 



The poet, described in ideal perfection, brings the whole soul of

man into activity, with the subordination of its faculties to each

other, according to their relative worth and dignity.(3) 




 Ideology 

 






 (1469-1494) 


Let him act like the cleaver archers who,designing to hit the mark





which yet appears too far distant, and knowing the limits to which

the strenth of their bow attains, take aim much higher than the

mark, not to reach by their strenth or arrow to so great a high an

aim to hit the mark they wish to reach.(4)



























 














 

 Terry Eagleton  
Saussure's point about the differential nature of meaning is to say that

meaning is always the result of a division or, articulation of signs.(5)






 (signified)  (sign) 
















 (New Historicism)  
 communal product 

Critical method that perceive the literary text as a communal

product rather than the expression of an author,s intention; that

disputes the autonomy of the work of art and reconnects it to its

cultural context.(6)





Othello:She was as un reliable as water.

Emilia:You are as wicked as fire
 



 (touch)  (fire) 











One of the most conspicuous aspect of contemporary literary 

criticism is an emphasis upon readers and the act of reading,to the 

exclusion, and even to the avowed extinction of author. (7)


 







Magic  realism  is   a  mode  which   crosses borders between two

different forms of meaning (8)









The bond between the signifier and the signified is arbitrary  (9)                           





As deconstructionists typically view literary texts as incapable of

bearing  any fixed  meaning, durable reference, or distinctive

value.(10)                                                                      








(Authorial 

 Intention)


(11) 





 (Imaginative Cause) 







Ganga Devi was the wife of Prince Kumara Kampan,second son of

Bukka1, who ruled various provinces during the 1360s and 1370s. 

Her long poetic narrative "Madhuram Vijayam" is the story of her

husband's accomplishments.(12)








 




The king bathed and dressed in silk and, after handing out great

wealth as gift to brahmans, went into the inner palace, his heart





happy, wanting to gaze upon the auspiciously marked lying there on

the lap of the queen.(13)

  
 
Francoise Ravaux 




The activity of the reader is as fundamental as the author,s and

reading is an active process rather than a stste of passive

receptivity.(14)

 






 


























 (Power Discourse) 














 (Market Economy) 
















(Biological 
  Existence)

 Joseph Carroll 





The subject matter of literature is human  experience, like  other

mediums of knowledge literary work can engage in the description

of concrete objects,convey factual information,or after exercises in

theoretical reasoning.(15)                                                                                                                    
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He (Hoseyn) wore the turban of Mohammad, the shield of early

Islamic hero Hamzeh, and the sword of Ali, Zulal-Jenah...Hoseyn

addressed the enemy troops with a series of speches dealing with

God,death,good versus justice, and honor versus shame, stressing

the nobility of the family of the Prophet Mohammad throughout.(16)

 (d.1504) 
 (502)   












 

  






 










 Kubla Khan 







In Xanadu did Kublai Khan

A stately Pleasure-Dome decree,

Where Alph,the sacred river ran

Through caverns measurless to man

Down to a sunless sea

  Kublai Khan 









 




 (1260-1294) 








 (1275-1292) 
 












 Terry Eagleton 


The difficulty we are confronted with is not, however, that of

understanding how Greek art and epic poetry are associated with

certain forms of social development. The difficulty is that they still

give us aesthetic pleasure are in certain respects regarded as a

standard and unattainable ideal.(17)

 

 



































 (400BC-200BC) 

 


When a number of words are used along with a number of other

words to form diffrent groups for the same purpose, it becomes

multiplex prediction.(18)


 











 

















 Kenneth Burke 


Burke's crucial point is that literary criticism cannot inquire

systematically into the relationship between literature and culture

without redefining literature.(19)

Kenneth Burke 










 



The Burial of the  (Waste Land) 
 Dead

April is the cruellest month, breeding

Lilacs out of the dead land,mixing

Dull roots with spring rain

Winter kept us warm,covering





Earth in forgetful snow, feeding

A  little life with dried tubers




  








    







  


 (Epestemological Structure)
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